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Functional characterization of putative cilia genes
by high-content analysis
Cary K. Laia, Nidhi Guptaa, Xiaohui Wena, Linda Rangellb, Ben Chiha, Andrew S. Petersona,
J. Fernando Bazanc,*, Li Lid, and Suzie J. Scalesa
Departments of aMolecular Biology, bPathology, cProtein Engineering and Structural Biology,
and dBioinformatics, Genentech, South San Francisco, CA 94080

ABSTRACT Cilia are microtubule-based protrusions from the cell surface that are involved in
a number of essential signaling pathways, yet little is known about many of the proteins that
regulate their structure and function. A number of putative cilia genes have been identified
by proteomics and comparative sequence analyses, but functional data are lacking for the vast
majority. We therefore monitored the effects in three cell lines of small interfering RNA (siRNA)
knockdown of 40 of these genes by high-content analysis. We assayed cilia number, length,
and transport of two different cargoes (membranous serotonin receptor 6-green fluorescent
protein [HTR6-GFP] and the endogenous Hedgehog [Hh] pathway transcription factor Gli3) by
immunofluorescence microscopy; and cilia function using a Gli-luciferase Hh signaling assay.
Hh signaling was most sensitive to perturbations, with or without visible structural cilia defects. Validated hits include Ssa2 and mC21orf2 with ciliation defects; Ift46 with short cilia;
Ptpdc1 and Iqub with elongated cilia; and Arl3, Nme7, and Ssna1 with distinct ciliary transport
but not length defects. Our data confirm various ciliary roles for several ciliome proteins and
show it is possible to uncouple ciliary cargo transport from cilia formation in vertebrates.
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INTRODUCTION
Cilia are microtubule-based extensions of the plasma membrane
that project from the surface of cells and carry out motility or sensory
functions (Rosenbaum and Witman, 2002; Scholey and Anderson,
2006; Satir and Christensen, 2007). Motile cilia are used by unicellular organisms for locomotion or by specialized cell types in multicellular organisms to direct fluid movement, such as respiratory cilia
This article was published online ahead of print in MBoC in Press (http://www
.molbiolcell.org/cgi/doi/10.1091/mbc.E10-07-0596) on February 2, 2011.
*Present address: NeuroScience, 373 280th St., Osceola, WI 54020.
Address correspondence to: Suzie J. Scales (sscales@gene.com).
Abbreviations used: ARL3, ADP-ribosylation factor-like 3; FBS, fetal bovine serum;
GFP, green fluorescent protein; GPCR, G protein-coupled receptor; Hh, hedgehog; HTR6, serotonin receptor 6; IFT, intraflagellar transport; IMCD3, intermedullary collecting duct; IQUB, IQ motif and ubiquitin domain–containing protein;
MCHR1, melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 1; NDK7, nucleoside-diphosphate kinase 7; NME7, nonmetastatic cells 7; NTC, nontargeting control; PDGF,
platelet-derived growth factor; PH, pleckstrin homology; PTPDC1, protein tyrosine phosphatase domain containing 1; RPE1, retinal pigment epithelium 1;
SEM, scanning electron microscopy; siRNA, small interfering RNA; SSA2, Sjögren’s
syndrome antigen A2; SSNA1, Sjögren’s syndrome nuclear autoantigen 1; SSTR3,
somatostatin receptor 3; UBL, ubiquitin-like.
© 2011 Lai et al. This article is distributed by The American Society for Cell Biology under license from the author(s). Two months after publication it is available
to the public under an Attribution–Noncommercial–Share Alike 3.0 Unported
Creative Commons License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0).
“ASCB®,“ “The American Society for Cell Biology®,” and “Molecular Biology of
the Cell®” are registered trademarks of The American Society of Cell Biology.
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that beat to generate mucosal flow (Ibanez-Tallon et al., 2003). Most
eukaryotic cells, by contrast, contain a single nonmotile primary cilium that plays important roles in helping the cell to sense its extracellular environment (Singla and Reiter, 2006; Berbari et al., 2009).
Several signal transduction pathways also use primary cilia, including platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)Rα, Wnt, and Hedgehog
(Hh) (Huangfu et al., 2003; Germino, 2005; Schneider et al., 2005).
Defects in both motile and primary cilia have been associated with
a large number of human diseases, including primary ciliary dyskinesia, hydrocephalus, polycystic kidney disease, Bardet–Biedl syndrome, and neurological disorders (Badano et al., 2006; Lee and
Gleeson, 2010), so understanding cilia function is of great medical
importance.
Cilia growth and disassembly are controlled by intraflagellar
transport (IFT), the movement of IFT particles and their cargoes toward the cilia tip, driven by kinesin-2 motors; and back toward the
cilia base, driven by dynein-2 motors (reviewed in Rosenbaum and
Witman, 2002; Scholey, 2008), including Dync2h1 in vertebrates
(Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; May et al., 2005). Mutations in murine Ift88 (Tg737) lead to premature death due to shortened, defective cilia resulting in polycystic kidney disease (Pazour et al., 2000),
and mutations in other IFT subunits similarly disrupt cilia function
(Eggenschwiler and Anderson, 2007). Because cilia formation itself
is disrupted by defective IFT, it has been difficult to ascribe a role for

Supplemental Material can be found at:
http://www.molbiolcell.org/content/suppl/2011/01/31/mbc.E10-07-0596.DC1.html
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IFT in cargo transport through vertebrate cilia (Snell’s IFT Uncertainty
Principle [Rohatgi and Snell, 2010]), which lack the convenient temperature-sensitive FLA mutations found in Chlamydomonas.
Hh signaling in vertebrates requires intact primary cilia, because mutations in IFT genes or IFT motors in mice lead to loss of
cilia and Hh signaling (Huangfu et al., 2003; Huangfu and
Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Eggenschwiler
and Anderson, 2007). In the absence of Hh ligand, the inhibitory
Hh pathway receptor Patched is localized to primary cilia (Rohatgi
et al., 2007). On Hh binding, Patched departs the cilium and several downstream pathway components enter it, including Smoothened, Gli2, and Gli3 (Corbit et al., 2005; Rohatgi et al., 2007;
Chen et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Wen et al., 2010). The transcription factor Gli3 has been proposed to require cilia, or at least
IFT, for Hh-dependent activation, although it is currently controversial whether the actual activation event occurs in cilia (Wen
et al., 2010) or the nucleus (Humke et al., 2010). Gli3 processing
into its repressor form is also thought to require IFT (Haycraft
et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005), although its dependence on ciliary entry is unclear (Wen et al., 2010). Other proteins,
including the G-protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) somatostatin
receptor 3 (SSTR3), serotonin receptor 6 (HTR6), and melaninconcentrating hormone receptor 1 (MCHR1) have been shown to
localize to the cilia as well (Berbari et al., 2008; Mukhopadhyay
et al., 2010), although the functional importance of this ciliary localization is unclear. Furthermore, it is not yet completely understood how membranous (GPCRs) and cytoplasmic (e.g., Gli) proteins are transported to and from cilia and whether they use
distinct transport mechanisms, although it has been proposed
that the coat-like BBSome mediates vesicular transport of GPCRs
to the cilia through the GTPases RAB8 and ARL6 (Nachury et al.,
2007; Berbari et al., 2008) or, alternatively, mediates transport
from the cilia (Lechtreck et al., 2009).
Several laboratories have sought to identify cilia genes using
proteomic, comparative genomic, expression, and promoter analyses (ciliome databases compiled in Inglis et al., 2006, and Gherman
et al., 2006). Proteomic mass spectrometry studies have been conducted on cilia isolated from human bronchial epithelial cells
(Ostrowski et al., 2002), mouse photoreceptor cells (Liu et al., 2007),
and Tetrahymena (Smith et al., 2005); and on flagella from Chlamydomonas (Pazour et al., 2005) and Trypanosomes (Broadhead et al.,
2006). Two homology-based studies compared the genomes of ciliated and nonciliated organisms (Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004; Li et al.,
2004), and another compared ciliated and nonciliated cells in the
same organism (Caenorhabditis elegans) (Blacque et al., 2005).
Other genomics approaches included identification of consensus Xbox sequences, believed to be cilia-specific, in the promoters of C.
elegans genes (Blacque et al., 2005; Efimenko et al., 2005); and microarray expression analyses of Chlamydomonas undergoing flagellar regeneration (Stolc et al., 2005) or of ciliated versus nonciliated
murine tissues or cells (Li et al., 2007; McClintock et al., 2008). Functional and subcellular localization data are lacking, however, for the
vast majority of these putative ciliome genes.
To gain a better understanding of cilia biology, we selected 40
candidate cilia genes from a subset of the previously mentioned
studies, the functions of which had not been well characterized.
Changes in cilia structure and function were measured after knocking down expression of each putative cilia gene by small interfering
RNA (siRNA) treatment in three murine cell lines. We observed several distinct classes of cilia phenotypes upon knockdown, including
various combinations of defects in cilia formation, cilia elongation,
ciliary cargo transport, and signaling through the cilia.
Volume 22 April 1, 2011

RESULTS
Selection of candidate cilia genes
The ciliome consists of ∼2500 putative cilia genes (Gherman et al.,
2006; Inglis et al., 2006) identified by proteomic, comparative genomic, microarray, and promoter studies (Ostrowski et al., 2002;
Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004; Blacque et al., 2005;
Efimenko et al., 2005; Pazour et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Stolc
et al., 2005; Broadhead et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007; McClintock
et al., 2008). To maximize quality hits, we selected those genes appearing in at least one proteomic (P1, P2) and one comparative genomic study (H1, H2) that had not been functionally demonstrated
to be ciliary at the time, narrowing the list to 40 genes (Table 1).
Ift88, known to be required for ciliogenesis (Pazour et al., 2000),
served as a positive control. Another ciliation screen was recently
published, with top hits including actin regulators (Kim et al., 2010),
but they selected mostly nonciliome genes and so had little overlap
with ours.

Development of functional cilia assays
Ideal cell lines for assessing putative ciliary gene function by microscopy would be adherent, readily transfected, and reproducibly ciliate and have ciliary cargo markers to assess ciliary transport. S12
cells (murine C3H10T1/2 osteoblasts) stably express a Hh-inducible
Gli-luciferase reporter, an ideal screening cell line for cilia function,
but their cilia proved unexpectedly resistant to Ift88 depletion compared with NIH 3T3 (3T3) or intermedullary collecting duct (IMCD3)
cells, as assessed by cilia staining with anti-acetylated tubulin, despite efficient knockdown (Supplemental Figure S1, A–C). 3T3 cells
afforded a larger ciliation window (+ vs. - siIft88) and are also Hh
responsive, accumulating the Hh pathway transcription factor Gli3
at the tips of cilia within 5 min of stimulation, an effect so rapid it
likely occurs by IFT (Wen et al., 2010). We hypothesized that induction of stimulated transport after cilia gene knockdown might provide greater sensitivity than a constitutive cargo. We thus knocked
down Ift88 in 3T3 cells for 72 h (including 16 h of serum starvation),
stimulated them with Hh for 30 min, and stained them for cilia, centrosomes, and Gli3 (Figure 1, A, Ba, and Bb). Cells were scored for
% total cilia (% cells with any length cilium), including ciliary “dots”
(∼0.5 μm; Figure 1Ba′′); % substantial cilia (≥1.5 μm, i.e., longer than
they are wide and clearly distinct from ciliary dots; Figure 1Ba′); and
% Gli3 transport (% of ≥1.5-μm-long cilia with strong Gli3 at the tip;
Figure 1C, top). As expected, knockdown of Ift88 not only substantially decreased ciliation, but also decreased the number of substantial cilia and the percentage of those with Gli3 accumulation (Figure
1, B and C). Note that, for transport measurements, the cilia had to
be ≥1.5 μm long to distinguish the Gli3 staining at the tip from the
base, thus transport defects are underestimated in cells with ciliation
or elongation defects.
To ensure the screen would not be 3T3- or Hh-specific, we also
established a non-Hh-responsive IMCD3 cell line stably expressing
green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged HTR6, a GPCR that localizes
to cilia (HTR6-GFP; Figure 1B, c and d). Because HTR6 and Gli3 differ in membrane association (transmembrane vs. cytoplasm), ciliary
localization (shaft vs. tip), and regulation (constitutive vs. Hh-stimulated), we anticipated that these two cargoes may be transported to
cilia by different mechanisms (Rohatgi and Snell, 2010).
To monitor cilia function, we also performed the S12 cell Hh signaling assay (Frank-Kamenetsky et al., 2002) (Figure 1D), in which
Gli-luciferase levels rise ∼10× upon Hh stimulation. Knockdown of
Ift88 reduced Gli-luciferase induction as effectively as that of the
essential Hh transduction component Smoothened (Smo)
(Evangelista et al., 2008), confirming the critical role of cilia in Hh
Functional cilia siRNA screen
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Name

Mouse refseq

Mouse
ensembl #

Gene
ID

Gene description(s)
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 3

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 H1 H2 M1 M2
X

X

X

Arl3

NM_019718

25035

56350

mC16orf48

NM_198299

13155

102124 C8H16orf48, orthologue
of human C16orf48,
E130303B06Rik

X

mC21orf2

NM_026431

20284

67884

C10H21orf2, orthologue of
human C21orf2

X

X

X

X

CapsI

NM_029341

39676

75568

Calcyphosine-like,
1700028N11Rik

X

X

X

X

Ccdc147

NM_001163267

46585

381229 Coiled-coil domain
containing 147, orthologue of
human C10orf80, Flj35908

X

Ccdc37

NM_173775

48794

243538 Coiled-coil domain containing
37, C230069K22Rik

X

Ccdc40

NM_175430

39963

207607 Coiled-coil domain containing
40, Flj20753, B930008l02Rik

X

Ccdc65

NM_153518

03354

105833 Coiled-coil domain containing
65, 4933417K04Rik

X

Ccdc96

NM_025725

50677

66717

X

Dnahc5

NM_133365

22262

110082 Dynein, axonemal, heavy
chain 5

X

Dnaic1

NM_175138

061322

68922

Dynein, axonemal,
intermediate chain 1

X

X

Dnali1

NM_175223

42707

75563

Dynein, axonemal, light
intermediate polypeptide 1

X

X

Dpy30

NM_024428

24067

66310

Epeq4460, Aip1,
2810410M20Rik

X

Efhc1

NM_027974

41809

71877

EF-hand domain (C-terminal)
containing 1, 1700029F22Rik

X

X

Enkurin

NM_027728

26679

71233

Enkurin, 4933434l06Rik,
human C10orf63 orthologue

X

X

Flj21827

NM_023831

02031

76568

IFT46, 1500035H01Rik

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Coiled-coil domain containing
96, 4921513E08Rik, Flj90575

X

X1

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X*

X

X

The 40 putative cilia genes screened in this study, showing their prior identification (“X”) in four types of ciliome studies: 1) Proteomic:
mass spectrometry of isolated cilia or flagella (P1–P5); 2) Homology: genomic comparison of ciliated and nonciliated species (H1 and
H2); 3) Microarray: of flagellar regeneration (M1) or ciliated versus nonciliated tissues (M2); and 4) X-box identification of genes with
conserved DAF19-binding (cilia regulating) X-box promoters (X1). None of the genes appeared in a similar X-box study (Efimenko
et al., 2005) or in an IMCD3 microarray study (Li et al., 2007). P1, P2, P3, H1, H2, M1, and X1 were annotated based on
www.ciliome.com (Inglis et al., 2006), and P4 and P5 were from www.ciliaproteome.org (Gherman et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2008).
M2 was added from McClintock et al., 2008. Genes were selected based on their presence in studies P1 and/or P2, plus H1 and/or H2
(boldface), with their appearance in other studies shown for comparison.
P1: Ostrowski et al., 2002: Proteomic mass spectrometry of cilia from human bronchial epithelial cells
P2: Pazour et al., 2005: Proteomic mass spectrometry of flagella from Chlamydomonas
P3: Smith et al., 2005: Proteomic mass spectrometry of cilia from Tetrahymena
P4: Liu et al., 2007: Proteomic mass spectrometry of mouse photoreceptor sensory cilia
P5: Broadhead et al., 2006: Proteomic mass spectrometry of Trypanosome flagellae
H1: Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004: Homology-based comparative genomics using genes in six ciliated and three nonciliated species
H2: Li et al., 2004: Homology-based comparative genomics of genes in human and Chlamydomona absent from Arabidopsis
M1: Stolc et al., 2005: Microarray analysis of genes up-regulated during flagellar regeneration in Chlamydomonas
M2: McClintock et al., 2008: Microarray analysis identifying murine genes enriched in ciliated tissues
X1: Blacque et al., 2005: X-box promoter search in C. elegans and enriched in ciliated cells by SAGE
# Only the last 5 digits of the mouse Ensembl # are shown (all are prefixed with ENSMUSG000000)
* Confirmed by in situ hybridization (McClintock et al., 2008)

TABLE 1: Candidate cilia genes.
(Continues)
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Mouse
ensembl #

Gene
ID

Name

Mouse refseq

Gene description(s)

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 H1 H2 M1 M2

Gucy1b2

NM_172810

21933

239134 Guanylate cyclase 1, soluble,
beta 2

X

Iqch

NM_030068

37801

78250

X

X

X

Iqub

NM_172535

46192

214704 IQ motif and ubiquitin domain
containing, 4932408B21Rik

X

X

X

Lrrc9

NM_030070

21090

78257

Leucine-rich repeat containing
9, 4921529O18Rik

X

Mns1

NM_008613

32221

17427

Meiosis-specific nuclear
structural protein 1

Nme7

NM_138314

26575

IQ motif containing H, Flj1
2476, 4921504K03Rik

X

X

171567 Nonmetastatic cells 7,
nucleoside diphosphate kinase

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pacrg

NM_027032

37196

69310

Phki3718

NM_177673

39523

230967 mKIAA0562, BC046331

X

X

Ppp4r4

NM_028980

21209

74521

X

X

Ptpdc1

NM_207232

38042

218232 Protein tyrosine phosphatase
domain containing 1,
AW456874

X

X

Ribc2

NM_026357

22431

67747

RIB43A domain with
coiled-coils 2

X

X

Rshl2

NM_025789

23806

66832

Radial spokehead-like 2,
Rsph3a

X

X

Rshl3

NM_001162957

39552

212892 Radial spokehead-like 3,
Rsph4a

X

Rsph9

NM_029338

23966

75564

Radial spokehead 9 homologue, 1700027N10Rik, orthologue of human C6orf206

X

Ssa2

NM_013835

18199

20822

Sjögren’s syndrome antigen
A2, Trove2

X

X

Ssna1

NM_023464

26966

68475

Sjögren’s syndrome nuclear
autoantigen 1

X

X

Tppp2

NM_001128634

14846

219038 Tubulin polymerizationpromoting protein family
member 2 or 3. p25Beta,
p25Alpha, 2700055K07Rik,
orthologue of hu C14orf8

X

X

Ttc18

NM_001163638

39543

76670

Tetratricopeptide repeat
domain 18

X

Ttc21b

NM_001047604

32514

73668

Tetratricopeptide repeat
domain 21b

X

Ttc26

NM_153600

56832

264134 Tetratricopeptide repeat
domain 26, 9430097H08Rik

Wdr19

NM_153391

37890

213081 WD repeat domain 19, DYF-2

Protein phosphatase 4,
regulatory subunit
4, mKiaa1622, 8430415E04Rik

X

X

X

Park2 coregulated

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wdr34

NM_001008498

39715

71820

WD repeat domain 34

X

XM_915421

29442

269701 WD repeat domain 66

X

Wdr78

NM_146254

35126

242584 WD repeat domain 78,
FIj23129

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wdr66

X1

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TABLE 1: Candidate cilia genes. (Continued)
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signaling in these cells (Figure 1E). Combination of all three assays
(high-content analysis) thus allows detection of gross structural
changes in cilia formation and/or transport as well as signaling and
should be more informative than any one assay alone.

Analysis of cilia phenotypes after cilia gene knockdown

FIGURE 1: siRNA screen outline and controls. (A) The microscopybased siRNA screen setup. Transfection of siRNA, serum starvation,
fixation, and staining were performed as detailed in Materials and
Methods. (B) Microscopy assay controls for cilia structure and
transport. 3T3 (a and b) or IMCD3 HTR6-GFP (c and d) cells were
transfected with nontargeting control (siNTC, top) or Ift88 (siIft88,
bottom) siRNAs then were serum starved for 16 h. 3T3 cells were
stimulated with Hh for 30 min immediately before fixation and
staining for endogenous Gli3 (red channel), cilia and centrosomes
(anti–acetylated tubulin and anti–γ-tubulin, respectively [Tub], green
channel), and nuclei (DAPI, blue channel). Note that anti-Gli3
nonspecifically cross-reacts with centrosomes in addition to its specific
cilia tip staining (Wen et al., 2010). Three representative cilia types in
control cells are shown: a normal ∼2.5-μm-long cilium (a), a substantial
but short cilium ≤1.5 μm long (longer than it is wide) (a′), and a ciliary
“dot” that is only as long as it is wide (∼0.5 μm) (a′′). IMCD3 HTR6GFP cells were fixed and stained for cilia (anti–acetylated tubulin
[AcTub], red channel) and DAPI (blue channel), and HTR6-GFP
fluorescence was detected in the green channel. Again, examples of
normal (c), short (c′) and dot (c′′) cilia are shown. Insets at the bottom
of b and d show 2× magnification of the boxed regions, with
individual and merged channels shown (anti–γ-tubulin [γTub] in the Cy5
channel replaces DAPI in the inset of d). Scale bar represents 2.5 μm
in a, c, and insets and 10 μm in the main panel of b and d.
(C) Quantification of cilia phenotypes upon siRNA knockdown. Images
of 3T3 or IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells treated as in (B) were scored for
ciliation (% total cilia, magenta), cilia length (% ≥1.5-μm-long cilia,
blue), and ciliary cargo (% transport, green) of Gli3 (3T3, defined as a
Gli3 spot distinct from the centrosome) or HTR6-GFP (IMCD3),
scoring as a percentage of the (blue bar) “nondot” cilia (≥1.5 μm long
so that the tip and base were clearly distinct) that transport each
cargo. The means and standard deviations (SDs) of three independent
experiments are shown. Asterisks denote statistical significance
between NTC and Ift88 siRNA-treated samples according to the
t test (**p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001). (D) Outline of the S12 Gli-luciferase
Hh signaling assay. Transfection of siRNA, serum starvation, Hh
addition, and luciferase measurements are described in Materials
and Methods. (E) Quantification of Hh signaling in the S12 assay
with (black) and without (gray) Hh using NTC and positive control
siRNAs to Smoothened (Smo) and Ift88. The means and SDs
of three independent experiments are shown. ***p ≤ 0.001 vs. siNTC
control.
1108 | C. K. Lai et al.

Pools of four siRNAs to each of the 40 candidate cilia genes in
Table 1 were transfected and their effects examined using the three
assays. The % total cilia (Figure 2A), % ≥1.5 μm cilia (Figure 2B), and
% transport of Gli3 in 3T3 cells or HTR6-GFP in IMCD3 cells (Figure
2C) were plotted along with the Gli-luciferase signals in S12 cells
(Figure 2D) and the mRNA knockdown efficiencies in 3T3 and S12
cells (Figure 2E). Thirty-two of the 40 genes were successfully depleted by siRNA in at least one cell line and were sorted based on
their cilia phenotypes (primarily based on 3T3 and S12 data, as there
were differences in transport between Gli3 in 3T3 cells and HTR6 in
IMCD3 cells) into the following classes: I) ciliation, transport, and
signaling defects; II) short cilia (≤1.5 μm); III) extra long cilia (≥3 μm in
3T3 or ≥5 μm in IMCD3 cells); IV) cilia structure and signaling defects, but normal transport; V) transport and signaling defects, but
normal cilia structure; and VI) signaling defects only (Figure 2 and
Supplemental Table S1a). Class I (ciliation defects) exhibited the
most cilia phenotypes in both IMCD3 and 3T3 cells, with fewer,
shorter cilia (Figure 2, A and B) and inhibited transport and signaling
(Figure 2, C and D), similar to Ift88 knockdown, suggesting roles for
these genes in cilia establishment or maintenance. Classes II and III
exhibited relatively normal ciliation, but with shorter or longer cilia,
respectively, in 3T3 and/or IMCD3 cells (Figure 2B). Their knockdown led to variable changes in Gli3 and HTR6 transport (Figure 2C),
but all strongly reduced Hh signaling (Figure 2D), suggesting that
maintenance of proper cilium length is essential for ciliary signaling.
Class IV had fewer and/or shorter cilia and disrupted signaling,
yet apparently normal transport, suggesting that transport and signaling can in fact be uncoupled under certain conditions. This uncoupling was confirmed in Class V, in which transport and signaling
were defective in the absence of any obvious cilia structural defects
at the light microscopic level. Class VI was the largest (10 genes),
which exhibited defective Hh signaling but normal cilia by all other
measures. Finally, the eight siRNAs with no significant phenotype
(Supplemental Table S1a) could all be attributed to lack of knockdown or undetectable gene expression altogether with two independent probe sets (Supplemental Table S1b). Thus, all but two of
the properly depleted genes resulted in impaired Hh signaling (with
or without other defects), although off-target siRNA effects cannot
be excluded for nonvalidated hits. Control experiments, however,
showed that the Hh signaling defects were not simply due to indirect effects on luciferase transcription or stability in SV40-luciferase
cells or impaired cell viability (Supplemental Figure S2, B and C).

Validation of selected candidate cilia genes
Twelve of the strongest hits (red text in Figure 2) from all classes
except signaling only (VI) were chosen for validation. To do this,
knockdown of mRNA by the original siRNA pool and its four constituents was correlated with S12 Hh signaling defects because that
assay gave the most universal, least labor-intensive readout (Figure 3,
A and B). Poor correlation between Hh signaling and mRNA levels
(e.g., Enkurin), or signaling defects dominated by siRNAs that do
not down-regulate the intended gene (e.g., Rsph9), were considered possible off-target effects, so these genes were rejected. Good
correlation was defined as at least three individual siRNAs in addition
to the pool showing inhibition of Hh signaling less than 60%, as was
the case for Ssa2, mC21orf2, Flj21827 (subsequently identified as
Molecular Biology of the Cell

Ift46), Ptpdc1, Arl3, Nme7, and Ssna1 in
Classes I, II, III, and V, which were considered high-quality hits. These top hits were
all confirmed by repeating the immunofluorescence screens twice more and with further experiments (see later) along with Iqub
in Class III.

Class I (ciliation, transport, and
signaling defects)

FIGURE 2: Primary screen results for the 32 candidate siRNAs with ciliary phenotypes. The
results of the three functional assays are plotted in categories according to the resulting
phenotypes (classes listed at the bottom). (A) Ciliation phenotypes. The percentage of cells
bearing any cilium (including ciliary dots) in 3T3 (rusty red) and IMCD3 HTR6-GFP (beige) cells.
The means ± standard deviations (SDs) of three different sets of cilia from a single experiment
are plotted. (B) Cilia length phenotypes. The percentages of cells with cilia at least ≥1.5 μm in
length (i.e., longer than ciliary “dots”) are plotted for 3T3 (dark blue) and IMCD3 HTR6-GFP
(light blue) cells. The means and SDs from the same images scored in (A) are shown. (C) Ciliary
cargo transport phenotypes. The ≥1.5-μm-long cilia in (B) were scored for the percentage (mean
± SD) with strong cilia tip Gli3 in 3T3 cells (dark green) or ciliary HTR6-GFP in IMCD3 cells (light
green). Dotted and dashed lines in A–C highlight the positive control siIft88 3T3 and IMCD3
percentages, respectively. (D) Hh signaling phenotypes. % Gli-luciferase signal remaining after
siRNA treatment in S12 cells with (black) or without Hh (gray) normalized to 100% for siNTC +
Hh. Dotted and dashed lines indicate the siIft88 luciferase levels – and + Hh, respectively. The
means and SDs of three independent experiments are plotted. *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01 vs. siNTC
(+Hh data only). (E) Quantitation of mRNA knockdown. The % mRNA remaining relative
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The Class I phenotypes reproduced in repeated knockdown experiments (Figure 4,
A–C), suggesting Ssa2 and mC21orf2 may
play roles in cilia formation and/or maintenance like Ift88. SSA2, Sjögren’s syndrome
antigen A2 (also known as Trove2 or Ro60),
is a component of the Ro ribonucleoprotein
(Millard et al., 2002) with a von Willebrand
factor A (VWA) domain and a so-called
TROVE module (found in telomerase and Ro
and Vault proteins; Bateman and Kickhoefer,
2003), the crystal structure of which reveals it
to actually be a HEAT repeat α-solenoid fold
(Stein et al., 2005) (Figure 4E). The HEAT repeat of SSA2 has been implicated in binding
to Y RNAs, small noncoding RNAs of unknown function (Perreault et al., 2007),
whose connection to cilia is currently unclear. mC21ORF2 (officially C10H21ORF2,
the murine orthologue of human chromosome 21 open reading frame 2, on chromosome 10 in mouse) is a conserved leucinerich repeat containing protein of no known
function that was identified by genomic sequencing (Scott et al., 1998) (Figure 4E).
Ssa2 or mC21orf2 depletion affected
Gli3 more than HTR6 transport, perhaps because HTR6 is constitutively transported to
cilia throughout the transfection and serum
starvation period, whereas Gli3 transport
was measured after only 30 min of Hh stimulation following mRNA depletion. To better
understand the structural effects of Class I
gene depletion, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed. Cilia were difficult to identify in control 3T3 cells (Supplemental Figure S3A) because they were
randomly oriented and usually not emergent
(Rohatgi and Snell, 2010), whereas IMCD3
cilia consistently projected from the apical
surface of the monolayer (Figure 4D), as

to siNTC (means and SDs of one triplicate
experiment) after siRNA treatment in 3T3
(gold) and S12 (light yellow) cells, with
remaining Ift88 mRNA levels marked with
dotted and dashed lines, respectively.
Crosses indicate genes with low to
undetectable levels of mRNA as measured by
qRT-PCR TaqMan analysis (Ct > 34.5). Genes
listed in red were chosen for further
validation; blue are controls.
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other cell types. Three of four Iqub siRNAs
did increase cilia lengths in 3T3 and IMCD3
cells (unpublished data), thus validating this
hit in these cell types. Iqub knockdown
strongly inhibited Gli3 transport, in contrast
to Ptpdc1 knockdown, which did not affect
the number of Gli3+ cilia (Figure 5B) but significantly increased the amount of Gli3 fluorescence per cilium by 1.7-fold (Supplemental Figure S4A), suggesting that the two
proteins negatively regulate cilia length via
different mechanisms. Conversely, HTR6GFP accumulated readily in cilia of Iqubdepleted IMCD3 cells (Figure 5C), where it
was detectable in large bulges along the
cilia shaft and tips (Figure 5, A and F, red
arrows). Because ciliary bulges have been
observed only in retrograde mutants
(Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; May et al.,
2005; Tran et al., 2008), we speculate that
Iqub depletion elongates cilia by partially
inhibiting retrograde transport (not unique
to HTR6) and that Gli3 fails to accumulate
due to inability of Patched to exit the cilium
and allow Smoothened (SMO) entry and
FIGURE 3: Correlation of S12 phenotype with mRNA knockdown of 12 selected genes.
pathway activation. Alternatively, its effects
(A) Comparison of mRNA and S12 Hh signaling levels. siRNA knockdown was performed in
Hh-treated S12 cells with pooled siRNAs (P) and their four component individual siRNAs (1–4) to on transport could be secondary to cilia
the indicated genes. The percentage of mRNA remaining after siRNA knockdown (normalized to length disruption. By contrast, we speculate
NTC as 100%) was measured by TaqMan RT-PCR (yellow), and cilia function was measured using
that Ptpdc1 depletion may lengthen cilia
the S12 Gli-luciferase assay + Hh (black). The means and standard deviations (SDs) of three
and accumulate higher levels of Gli3 via inexperiments are shown. The dotted line indicates the cutoff value used (60%) for selecting top
creased anterograde transport.
quality hits in (B). (B) Correlation of cilia function (Hh signaling) and gene knockdown. Same data
Protein tyrosine phosphatase domain
as in (A) plotted with Gli-luciferase levels (as % siNTC + Hh) on the y-axes and remaining mRNA
containing
1 (PTPDC1) is a homologue of
levels (as % siNTC) on the x-axes. Gray diamonds are pooled siRNAs, black are the four
the
mitotic
phosphatase
CDC14 that associindividual siRNAs, and white are the siNTCs. The means and SDs of three independent S12
ates with PLK1 and has been localized to
experiments are shown. R2 is the Spearman’s rho coefficient of correlation. The seven genes in
centrosomes (Zineldeen et al., 2009). Its role
red were considered the top hits due to good correlation.
in ciliary length determination, however, is
recently reported (Molla-Herman et al., 2010). The majority of cilia
unlikely directly related to cell cycle control, because we observed
no significant defects in viability or cilia number and the cells used
in Ift88, Ssa2, and mC21orf2 siRNA-treated IMCD3 cells were either
for ciliation experiments were not cycling due to serum starvation.
completely absent or reduced to stumps (≤1.5 μm), likely representing cilia that have failed to elongate (Figure 4D and Supplemental
IQUB is an orphan protein named for its recognizable calmodulinFigure S3B), with virtually no cilia of the normal mean length of 5 μm.
binding IQ motif and ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain. We detected
three additional C-terminal domains: a helical solenoid segment
This finding confirms that the structural defects of Class I and Ift88
coupled to a short Cx2Cx20Cx2C Zn2+-binding module (Z), and a
knockdowns are similar.
novel 120-amino-acid α+β domain (Figure 5G).

Class III (extra long cilia)
In Class III, Ptpdc1 validated well (Figure 3B), and both Ptpdc1 and
Iqub lengthened cilia (confirmed in Figure 5, A–C). 3T3 cilia increased from an average of 2.6 to 3.3 or 3.8 μm upon depletion of
Ptpdc1 or Iqub, respectively (Figure 5D), whereas IMCD3 cilia (the
length of which was unaltered by HTR6-GFP expression) increased
even more dramatically, from 4.9 to 6.2 or 10.0 μm, respectively
(Figure 5E). These measurements were confirmed by SEM (Figure
5F and Supplemental Figure S3B). Interestingly, S12 cell cilia lengths
increased upon Ptpdc1 depletion, but were resistant to Iqub depletion (Supplemental Figure S5E), perhaps explaining the poor validation in this cell line. This lack of Iqub depletion phenotype in S12
cells may simply be due to fivefold lower Iqub expression than in
IMCD3 cells (Supplemental Figure S2A), but because siIft88 also
failed to affect S12 cilia length (Supplemental Figure S1A), this peculiarity of S12 cells could suggest that IQ motif and ubiquitin domain–containing protein (IQUB) directly regulates cilia length in
1110 | C. K. Lai et al.

Class V (transport and signaling defects)
Class V hits were particularly interesting in exhibiting defective cytoplasmic cargo (Gli3) transport yet retaining normal-looking cilia, and
included Arl3 (ADP-ribosylation factor-like 3), Nme7 (nonmetastatic
cells 7, also known as Ndk7 or nucleoside diphosphate kinase 7);
and Ssna1 (Sjögren’s syndrome nuclear autoantigen 1), which encodes a small coiled-coil protein (Figure 6F). Knockdown effects
were reproducible (Figure 6, A–D), although HTR6 transport was
less inhibited than Gli3 transport, with only Nme7 knockdown causing a mild defect in HTR6+ cilia, concomitant with a small decrease
in average fluorescence intensity (Supplemental Figure S4C). Ssna1
knockdown had no significant effect on overall HTR6+ cilia numbers,
but increased the overall fluorescence per cilium (Supplemental
Figure S4C). Nonetheless, the cilia in both cell types were mostly of
normal length and appearance by immunofluorescence (Figure 6, A
and C), implicating these genes in cargo-specific transport rather
Molecular Biology of the Cell

dependent ciliary localization, and examined the effect of gene knockdown. Ssna1
and Nme7 depletion inhibited the Hh-stimulated accumulation of GFP-SMO in cilia as
effectively as removal of the SMO protein
itself, whereas Arl3 depletion had only a
partial effect (Figure 8, A and B), mirroring
the effects of depleting these genes on Gli3
accumulation (Figure 6B). Because SMO has
been proposed to undergo lateral transport
from the cell surface to the cilium upon Hh
stimulation (Milenkovic et al., 2009), these
data potentially implicate NME7 and SSNA1
either in this or the preceding transport step
moving SMO from the Golgi to the cell surface. Because SMO was not detectable on
the cell surface, we examined Class V knockdown effects on GFP-tagged ciliary GPCRs,
SSTR3, and MCHR1 (Mukhopadhyay et al.,
2010). Similar to its effects on HTR6 transport, Ssna1 depletion did not prevent ciliary
targeting of SSTR3 in IMCD3 cells (Figure
8C) or retinal pigment epithelium 1 (RPE1)
cells (unpublished data) or of MCHR1 in
FIGURE 4: Effects of Class I gene knockdowns (ciliation defects). (A) Representative images of
RPE1 cells, but did accumulate all three GPciliation defects in Ift88, Ssa2, and mC21orf2 siRNA-treated 3T3 (top) and IMCD3 (bottom) cells
CRs at the cell surface (Figure 8C). By constained as in Figure 1B. Scale bar is 10 μm; insets show single and merged channel images of the
trast, Nme7 depletion accumulated the
boxed regions at 2× magnification. (B) Quantification of cilia phenotypes upon Class I siRNA
three GPCRs in transport vesicles, again
knockdown in ≥200 3T3 cells. At least 200 cilia from images as in (A) were scored as before for
without abolishing ciliary signals. These ves% total cilia (magenta), % cilia ≥1.5 μm (blue), and % ≥1.5 μm cilia with ciliary Gli3 accumulation
(green). The means and standard deviations (SDs) of three independent experiments are shown. icles did not colocalize with endocytic markers (transferrin receptor, LAMP1, or EEA1),
*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001 vs. siNTC. mC21, mC21orf2. (C) Quantification as in
(B) except in IMCD3 cells transporting HTR6-GFP instead of Gli3. *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01 vs.
and were also observed upon knockdown of
siNTC. (D) Representative SEM images of control and Class I–depleted IMCD3 cells. Yellow
the secretory transport GTPase Rab1b (Figarrows point to tips of long cilia (note these are rarer in Class I-deficient cells); white arrows
ure 8C) (Hutt and Balch, 2008), suggesting
point to ciliary stumps. Scale bar is 20 μm in the main panels, and 3× magnifications of the
that they could be of secretory origin, conboxed regions are shown underneath. (E) Schematic of SSA2 and mC21ORF2 proteins, drawn
sistent with delayed Golgi-to-cell-surface
approximately to scale. αSol depicts a helical alpha solenoid fold (previously called the TROVE
transport and lower ciliary levels. Arl3 knockdomain; Bateman and Kickhoefer, 2003); LRR, Leu-rich repeat.
down did not cause accumulation of the
than IFT. SEM confirmed both normal length and appearance in
GPCRs either in vesicles or at the cell surface, suggesting that it may
IMCD3 cells, bar a few (<5%) bent or kinked cilia (Figure 6E and
regulate ciliary transport by yet another mechanism.
Supplemental Figure S3B). Although NME7 is a member of the conWestern blotting revealed consistently higher levels of HTR6served NME/NDK family, it is predicted not to be active as a kinase
GFP upon Ssna1 and Nme7, but not Arl3, depletion (Figure 8, D
(Desvignes et al., 2009). As well as two NDK modules, it has an Nand E, and Supplemental Figure S4, F and H). The increases were
terminal DM10/DUF1126 domain of unknown function, but whose
posttranslational, because HTR6 mRNA levels were unaltered, and
pleckstrin homology (PH)-like β6-α fold has been captured in the
the protein could be stabilized even more by lysosomal protease or
partial structure of human EFHC2 (PDB ID 2Z13; Figure 6G). Of
proteasome inhibitors (Figure 8F). Inhibition of cell surface transport
note, Nme5 is a related inactive kinase also in the ciliome (Ostrowski
or ciliogenesis by Rab1b or Ift88 knockdown, respectively, also staet al., 2002; Pazour et al., 2005; Stolc et al., 2005) and detectable in
bilized HTR6, but none of the knockdowns stabilized the nonciliary
ciliated tissues (McClintock et al., 2008).
endocytic transferrin receptor, raising the possibility that HTR6 is
ARL3, a member of the small GTPase Arf family (Kahn et al.,
down-regulated, likely by endolysosomal degradation, after pas2005), has been localized to centrosomes and cilia (Zhou et al.,
sage through the primary cilium. The lateral transport cargo GFP2006), so we determined whether this was also the case for NME7
SMO was not stabilized by any of these knockdowns in the absence
and SSNA1. GFP-tagged NME7 and SSNA1 stably expressed in 3T3
of Hh treatment (Figure 8, D and E), although the endoplasmic recells both localized to basal bodies, but not cilia, colocalizing well
ticulum pool may obscure any post-Golgi changes. Endogenous
with γ-tubulin (Figure 7A). Endogenous NME7 and SSNA1 (see SupSMO in 3T3 cells, however, was similarly unaffected by Ssna1 knockplemental Figure S4 for antibody validation) similarly localized to
down with or without Hh treatment (Supplemental Figure S4G), imcentrosomes in all cell types tested, ciliated or not, and remained
plying a distinct trafficking route for this stimulated cargo and percentrosomal throughout mitosis (Figure 7, B and C). Thus all three
haps supporting the lateral transport model (Milenkovic et al., 2009).
Class V hits are positioned at the microtubule-organizing center and
Consistent with defects in trafficking to or from (rather than within)
basal bodies, ideally located for regulating ciliary traffic.
cilia, IFT88 was distributed normally in cilia of all Class V knockTo further investigate Class V gene function, we generated 3T3
downs. Taken together, these data imply different roles for the three
cells stably expressing GFP-SMO at low enough levels to retain HhClass V proteins. We speculate that SSNA1 may regulate postciliary
Volume 22 April 1, 2011
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of the Class I hits, Ssa2 and mC21orf2, consistently resulted in slightly elevated Gli3FL
levels, inhibited Hh-mediated Gli3A and
Gli3R degradation, but had little effect on
Gli3 processing (Figure 9A). This result was
similar to that of Ift88 depletion, albeit less
pronounced, and was consistent with lack of
ciliation and Gli3 transport. Ift46 depletion
(with cilia elongation defects) differed from
Ift88 depletion in that baseline levels of
Gli3FL were less elevated, although Hhstimulated degradation of Gli3A was similarly impaired (Figure 9A).
Knockdowns of Nme7 and Ssna1, which
also inhibit Gli3 ciliary accumulation but retain normal length cilia, similarly resulted in
impaired Gli3FL degradation (or Gli3A formation, Figure 9B), enhanced baseline
Gli3FL levels, and little change in Gli3R. This
finding supports our earlier proposal (Wen
et al., 2010) that Gli3 transport to cilia tips is
essential for Gli3 activation and lability, but
not for processing into Gli3R. This phenotype resembles that of the Arl13b hennin
mutation (Caspary et al., 2007), although it
remains to be determined whether this similarly inhibits Gli3 transport. Knockdown of
the other Class V gene, Arl3, similarly afFIGURE 5: Effects of Class III gene knockdowns (abnormally long cilia). (A) Representative
fected Gli3A degradation, but also inhibited
images of 3T3 and IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells depleted of Ptpdc1 (left) or Iqub (right) and stained
processing, albeit less strongly than did
as in Figure 1B. White arrows indicate cilia tips, and red arrows indicate bulges in cilia (only seen Dynch21 depletion (Figure 9B).
with siIqub). Scale bar is 10 μm; insets show 2× magnification of the boxed regions for 3T3 cells
Ptpdc1 (Class III), the knockdown of which
and 1.5× magnification for IMCD3 cells. (B) 3T3 quantitations as in Figure 4B but with NTC,
elongates cilia and accumulates Gli3 at their
Ptpdc1, and Iqub siRNAs. **p ≤ 0.01 vs. siNTC. (C) IMCD3 HTR6-GFP quantitations as in
tips, similarly stabilized Gli3FL and inhibited
Figure 4C with NTC, Ptpdc1, and Iqub siRNAs. *p ≤ 0.05 vs. NTC. (D) Histogram of cilia length
Hh-mediated degradation with no impact
distribution in Ptpdc1 and Iqub siRNA-transfected 3T3 cells, with the mean cilia lengths in
on processing, suggesting that the timing of
parentheses. (E) As in (D), but with IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells. (F) Representative SEM images of
Ptpdc1- and Iqub-depleted IMCD3 cells. Yellow arrows indicate cilia tips, and red arrows indicate Gli3 activation with respect to transport back
out of cilia is also important for regulating
ciliary bulges in Iqub-deficient cells. Scale bar is 10 μm. (G) Schematic of PTPDC1 and IQUB
proteins, drawn approximately to scale. αSol depicts a helical solenoid fold; PTP, protein tyrosine Gli3A stability. Iqub depletion had no effect
phosphatase; Z, Zn2+-binding module; α+β, novel IQUB C-terminal domain.
on Gli3 levels in S12 cells, consistent with
lack of elongation of cilia in this cell line, alendocytosis of constitutive GPCRs, NME7 (like RAB1B) may regulate
though the effect on 3T3 cells (with Gli3− elongated cilia) was also
their vesicular transport to the cell surface or cilium, and ARL3
less than expected (Supplemental Figure S5C). Depletion of all the
appears to have a distinct function that partially affects lateral (SMO)
genes gave similar results in 3T3 and S12 cells (Figure 9 and Supplebut not constitutive GPCR transport or stability.
mental Figure S5, A–C), although the extent of Gli3A degradation
upon Hh stimulation was much smaller (Figure 9D), perhaps because
Differential effects on Gli3 processing confirms distinct cilia
3T3 cells are more dependent on serum starvation to ciliate, have
class phenotypes
fewer robust cilia (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure S1), and conseBecause all the successfully knocked down genes resulted in defecquently respond less well to Hh (only up-regulating the Hh target
tive Hh signaling with variable effects on Gli3 transport, it was of
gene Gli1 12× compared with ∼100× in S12 cells after 24-h stimulainterest to determine whether Gli3 processing or degradation was
tion; Supplemental Figure S5E). By comparison, the non-Hh–responaffected in the different classes. We previously showed that fullsive IMCD3 (and IMDC3 HTR6-GFP) cells did not destabilize Gli3FL
length Gli3 becomes unstable following Hh stimulation in S12 cells,
at all (Figure 9D). These data thus support the different phenotypes
which we speculated was due to Gli3 activation (into Gli3A) at cilia
observed for the various classes of cilia defects, and highlight the
tips (Wen et al., 2010). Furthermore, we showed that this instability
need for fully functional cilia to properly regulate Gli3 activation and
was prevented upon disrupting cilia by Ift88 or Dync2h1 depletion,
destabilization.
whereas Gli3 processing in the absence of Hh (into Gli3R) was only
DISCUSSION
partially affected, suggesting that cilia facilitate but are not absoWe performed high-content analysis of ciliation phenotypes (numlutely required for processing. We confirmed these results here
ber, length, ability to transport two different cargoes, and Hh signal(Figure 9) and found that none of the cilia hit siRNAs resulted in
ing capability) in three different cell lines after knockdown of 40
degradation of Gli3FL, indicating that lack of total Gli3 is not the
putative ciliome genes by siRNA transfection. Although we assayed
reason for impaired ciliary Gli3 accumulation. As expected, depletion
1112 | C. K. Lai et al.
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and extra long (Class III) as well as absent
cilia (Class I) all signaled defectively. We cannot exclude the possibility, however, that
some hits directly inhibited Hh signaling and
led to secondary defects in cilia lengths.
2)
Transport defects were generally
milder for the three GPCR-GFP cargoes
(HTR6, SSTR3, MCHR1) than for Gli3 and
GFP-SMO, despite more effective gene
knockdown in IMCD3 cells (Supplemental
Figure S2A), likely because GPCRs are constitutively transported throughout the experiment rather than stimulated after knockdown. Exceptions include mC21orf2 and
Ift46, the knockdown of which impacted
HTR6 more strongly than Gli3 transport,
perhaps indicative of roles in cilia membrane
formation; indeed, both prevented formation of long cilia.
3)
The functions of IFT proteins even in
the same subcomplex are not necessarily
equivalent, because IFT46 and IFT88 both
belong to the IFT-B (anterograde) complex,
but had nonidentical phenotypes (Figure 2).
Ift88 depletion affected ciliation (Class I),
whereas Ift46 knockdown inhibited only
elongation (Class II), despite efficient knockdown (Supplemental Figures S2A and S1, D
and E). Both affected HTR6 transport similarly, consistent with their direct interaction
FIGURE 6: Effects of Class V gene knockdowns (cilia transport defects). (A) Representative
with each other (Lucker et al., 2010) and the
images of NTC, Arl3-, Nme7-, and Ssna1-depleted 3T3 cells stained as in Figure 1B. White and
demonstrated association of IFT88 with
yellow arrows indicate Gli3+ and Gli3− cilia tips, respectively. Scale bar is 10 μm; insets show 2×
transport vesicles (Sedmak and Wolfrum,
magnification of the boxed regions with individual and merged channels. (B) 3T3 cilia
2010), but Ift88 knockdown had a stronger
quantitations following Class V gene depletion. **p ≤ 0.01 vs. NTC. (C) Representative
effect on Gli3 transport and stability, perimages of Class V–depleted IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells, with white arrows indicating cilia tips.
haps suggesting differential interactions of
(D) IMCD3 cilia quantitations. *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01 vs. NTC. (E) SEM of Nme7- and Ssna1distinct IFT particle subunits with various
depleted IMCD3 cells. Upper insets on the right of each panel show 2× magnified cilia typical of
cargoes or adaptors. Indeed Chlamydomothe majority, whereas lower insets show examples of the few abnormally bent or kinked cilia.
nas ODA16 (outer arm dynein 16) has been
Yellow arrows point to cilia tips. Scale bar is 10 μm. Schematics of SSNA1 (F) and NME7
shown to interact with IFT46 in acting as a
(G) protein domains, drawn approximately to scale. CC, coiled-coil.
cargo adaptor for dynein transport (Ahmed
primary cilia, motile cilia were the main sources of our input gene
et al., 2008). It will be interesting to determine if IFT-B, like IFTlist (Table 1), thus our hits likely function in both cilia types, despite
A, can be dissected into functionally distinct core and regulaall exhibiting signaling defects. Indeed, motile cilia have recently
tory subcomplexes (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2010).
been suggested to have sensory as well as motile functions
4) Interestingly, Class V genes (Ssna1, Nme7, and Arl3) with de(Quarmby and Leroux, 2010) and may even develop from earlier
fective transport and signaling but grossly normal cilia illustrate
primary ciliated cells (Jain et al., 2010). Our hits could be divided
that ciliary transport can in fact be uncoupled from cilia formainto six classes based on their ciliary phenotypes: I) ciliation, transtion, at least for certain cargoes, as has been demonstrated for
port, and signaling defects; II) short cilia (i.e., elongation defects); III)
SSTR3 in BBSome-deficient cells (Jin et al., 2010). Cilia formaabnormally long cilia; IV) structure and signaling defects; V) transtion is thought to be necessarily coupled to IFT, because import and signaling defects; and VI) signaling defects only (Figure 2).
paired IFT results in complete lack of or defective cilia, rendering
Although these classifications are based on somewhat arbitrary cutdetermination of the role of IFT in cargo transport difficult (the
off values, especially where phenotypes differed in strength among
“IFT Uncertainty Principle”; Rohatgi and Snell, 2010).
the cell lines, they nonetheless serve as a useful starting point for
understanding the different functions of the ciliome proteins.
Nme7 depletion in particular may prove a useful tool to get
An advantage of high-content analysis is that it permits such clasaround this problem, although its precise role has yet to be estabsification of cilia phenotypes, allowing us to uncover (or support
lished. Since its depletion accumulates putative secretory transport
previous observations of) several generic aspects of cilia biology:
vesicles and decreases ciliary levels of GPCRs, we speculate NME7
1) We found that not only the presence of a cilium, but also its
may regulate vesicular transport from the Golgi to the plasma memproper length is important for function, because short (Class II)
brane (with a secondary effect on lateral transport of SMO from
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there to the cilium). Note that the Nme7 GPCR transport defect is
much milder than that of Tulp3 or Ift-A depletion (Mukhopadhyay
et al., 2010), thus it likely plays a regulatory rather than a critical role.
We hypothesize that SSNA1, by contrast, may facilitate endocytosis
from the cell surface following transit through cilia, since its depletion caused GPCR accumulation at the plasma membrane and cilia
instead of in vesicles. If true, the inhibition of SMO transport to cilia
may be an indirect effect of the inability to remove Patched, a possibility we were unable to test due to lack of sensitive antibodies.
Since Arl3 depletion only affected GFP-SMO and Gli3 transport, in
both cases more modestly than Nme7 or Ssna1, ARL3 likely regulates transport by a distinct mechanism. Indeed, it has been implicated in transport of lipidated cytoplasmic proteins such as the
myristoylated retinis pigmentosa RP2 protein to basal bodies (Evans
et al., 2010). The presence of all three Class V hits at the centrosome
(Figure 7 and Zhou et al., 2006) suggests they are suitably positioned to regulate entry of specific ciliary cargoes either at the ciliary
gate or from the Golgi.
5)

The ability to retain long cilia (by depleting Nme7, Ssna1 or Arl3)
while inhibiting Gli3 ciliary accumulation provides further support for our hypothesis (Wen et al., 2010) that Gli3 processing
does not absolutely require Gli3 transport through cilia, while
Gli3 activation (leading to subsequent lability) does (Figure 9).

6)

Finally, the observed accumulation of total HTR6 protein when
cilia were absent (siIft88), or when transport to (siRab1b, siNme7)
or putatively from (siSsna1) the cilium was inhibited causes us to
speculate that not just Gli3, but other ciliary signaling cargoes
may be destabilized following transit through the cilium. This
possibility is an exciting avenue for further investigation.

In addition to leading to a better understanding of cilia biology,
our screen was also successful in identifying high-quality hits, as
attested by recent publications showing the involvement of Ift46,
Arl3, and Nme7 in ciliary function. Ift46 is now an established component of the IFT complex (Lucker et al., 2005; Gouttenoire et al.,
2007; Hou et al., 2007), although it was uncharacterized (gene
Flj21827) at the start of our screen; Arl3−/– mice die young with
ciliary defects, including polycystic kidney disease and photoreceptor degeneration (Schrick et al., 2006); and Nme7−/– mice have cilia,
but exhibit cilia-related defects, including situs inversus and

FIGURE 7: Class V hits localize to centrosomes. (A) Serum-starved
3T3 Nme7-GFP (a) and Ssna1-GFP (e) stable cell lines were stained for
cilia (Ac-Tub, Cy5 channel) and centrosomes (γTub, red channel) with
GFP fluorescence detected in the green channel. SSNA1 (± GFP tag)
aggregated in inclusion bodies (red arrow in e) even when stably
expressed, so low SSNA1-GFP expressers were selected by flow
cytometry and further siSsna1-transfected to enable centrosome
detection. Serum-starved IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells were stained for
nuclei (DAPI, blue), centrosomes (γTub, Cy5 channel, pseudo colored
green), and with anti-NME7 (b) or anti-SSNA1 antibodies (f) (Cy3, red
channel). 3T3 wild type (wt) cells costained with anti-NME7 (c and d)
or anti-SSNA1 (g and h) in red and anti-acetylated and γ-tubulins in
green following siNTC (c and g), siNme7 (d), or siSsna1 (h)
transfection. Scale bar is 10 μm, and insets show 2× magnification of
the boxed region. NME7 staining (red) in nonstarved 3T3 cells (B) and
SSNA1 staining in nonciliated PC3 cells (C) during the indicated
stages of mitosis, as identified by DAPI (blue) and γ-tubulin (green)
staining. Scale bar is 15 μm in (B) and (C). White arrows point to
centrosomes. Note the anaphase panel in (B) has both acetylated and
γ-tubulin staining.
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FIGURE 8: Class V hits differentially affect GPCR transport. (A) Effect of Class V knockdown
on ciliary accumulation of GFP-SMO. GFP-SMO 3T3 stable cells depleted of Class V genes
were stimulated with Hh for 16 h, fixed, and stained for acetylated tubulin in red (or bottom
left panels) and an unpurified anti-SMO antiserum (the centrosomal reactivity is present in the
preimmune serum and not related to SMO) in the cyan Cy5 channel (or bottom middle panels),
with GFP fluorescence in green (or bottom right). Scale bar is 10 μm; insets show 2×
magnification of the boxed regions; arrows indicate cilia tips. (B) Quantitation of the anti-SMO
signal in ∼300 cilia stained as in (A) with (black) or without (gray) Hh treatment. *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤
0.01 vs. siNTC + Hh. (C) Differential effects of Class V knockdown on GPCR-GFP localization.
IMCD3 HTR6-GFP (left), IMCD3 SSTR3-GFP (middle), and RPE1 MCHR1-GFP (right) cells were
transfected with NTC or Class V siRNAs as indicated and were serum starved for 16 h. The
intrinsic GFP fluorescence is shown, with arrows pointing to cilia tips identified by Ac-tubulin
staining. Bottom right panel shows HTR6-GFP in IMCD3 Rab1b-depleted cells for comparison
with siNme7. (D) Western blot of IMCD3 HTR6-GFP (top panels) or GFP-SMO 3T3 cells
(bottom panels) following 64-h siRNA transfection and 16-h serum starvation. Lysates (50 μg)
were loaded on an 18% Tris–glycine gel and immunoblotted with anti-GFP for GPCRs, tubulin
loading control, and anti-transferrin receptor (Trf Rec). NTCp is a second nontargeting pool of
siRNAs used as an extra control and for statistical analysis. (E) Quantitation of four (or eight for
Ssna1) experiments such as the one shown in (D), normalized to tubulin and NTC pool. *p ≤
0.05; **p ≤ 0.01 vs. NTC. Knockdown efficiencies of SSNA1 and NME7, for which antibodies
are available, are shown in Supplemental Figure S4, F–H. (F) Comparison of SSNA1 knockdown
in IMCD3 HTR6-GFP (left) or 3T3 wild-type (wt) cells (right) with 16-h lysosomal protease
inhibitor (Lysos PI; leupeptin at 10 μg/ml and 5 μM pepstatin A) or proteasomal inhibitor
treatment (MG132; 10 μM). The lysosomal protein LAMP1 and endocytic transferrin receptor
(Trf Rec) are shown for comparison, with tubulin as the loading control (50 μg of lysates on
18% gels). SSNA1 (∼14 kDa) was barely detectable in IMCD3 cells (see Supplemental Figure
S4F for a higher loaded blot), but is more highly expressed in 3T3 cells. Western blot was
performed as in (D).
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hydrocephalus (Vogel et al., 2009). Other
genes that did not pass our stringent criterion of having ≥3 individual siRNA knockdowns correlating with phenotype have also
recently been implicated in cilia function, including radial spokehead gene Rsph9 (an
elongation gene in Class II), mutated in primary ciliary dyskinesia (Castleman et al.,
2009); and Enkurin (in Class I), found in
sperm flagellae and proposed to function as
a calcium-signaling adaptor (Sutton et al.,
2004; McClintock et al., 2008), although, if
confirmed, our data would imply a more generic role in cilia formation than in signaling.
Furthermore, our screen assigned ciliary
roles to several genes with no other known
functional ciliary data: mC21orf2, Ptpdc1,
Iqub, Ssna1, and Ssa2. Interestingly, SSA2
and SSNA1 (in Classes I and V) are both targets of autoantibodies in Sjögren’s syndrome, an autoimmune disorder characterized by dry eyes and mouths and defects in
nasal mucociliary transport and respiration
(Sakakura et al., 1983; Crestani et al., 2007).
Depletion of Ssna1, unlike that of Ssa2, did
not affect ciliation, although both genes are
required for ciliary transport and signaling.
Notably, Sjögren’s syndrome scleroderma
autoantigen 1 is yet another putative ciliary
Sjögren’s autoantigen (Liu et al., 2007). To
our knowledge, our data are thus the first to
suggest that defective cilia may be the
cause of mucociliary defects and respiratory
problems seen in Sjögren’s patients, although exactly how the autoantibodies
would mediate these ciliary defects remains
to be determined.
Overall, we successfully completed a
high content analysis of putative ciliome
genes, identifying 27 that resulted in at least
a signaling defect upon knockdown, with or
without additional cilia formation, elongation, or transport defects. Our data thus
support the notion (Inglis et al., 2006; Marshall, 2008) that candidate cilia gene lists
compiled from a combination of studies, including proteomics, genomic comparisons,
and promoter analyses, contain a greater
proportion of true ciliome genes than does
any one method alone. Furthermore the
distinct ciliary phenotypes obtained highlight the advantage of using multiple assays
(high-content analysis) over a single output
screen for better understanding of cilia biology, and yielded several excellent candidates for further investigation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines
3T3 cells (murine fibroblasts), S12 cells
(murine C3H10T1/2 osteoblasts stably
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siRNA transfection and
immunofluorescence
Ten thousand 3T3 or IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells
were seeded into eight-well LabTekII microscope slides (Nalge Nunc, Naperville, IL) to
achieve 30–40% confluence upon transfection 24 h later. Dharmafect reagent #4 (0.8 μl;
Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO) and 24.2 μl of
Opti-MEM (Life Technologies, Grand Island,
NY) were mixed with 1.25 μl of 20 μM siGENOME siRNA pools or 0.625 μl of 20 μM
siRNA singles (Dharmacon) in 25 μl of total
Opti-MEM and preincubated at room temperature for 20 min, then added to the cells
to final concentrations of 100 nM and
50 nM, respectively. After 48 h, cells were
serum-starved in 0.5% FBS for an additional
16 h ± octyl-sonic Hh at 200 ng/ml (Taylor
et al., 2001) during the final 30 min as indicated. Cells were fixed and permeabilized
at –20°C with 100% methanol, then blocked
with 2% FBS and 1% bovine serum albumin
in phosphate-buffered saline for 30 min.
3T3 cell cilia were stained with mouse antiacetylated tubulin 6–11B-1 (0.37 μg/ml;
Sigma, St. Louis, MO), centrosomes with
mouse anti-γ-tubulin GTU-88 (1 μg/ml;
Sigma), and Gli3 with rabbit anti-Gli3 antibody 2676 at 3 μg/ml (Wen et al., 2010),
detected with Fluorescein isothiocyanateanti-mouse and Cy3-anti-rabbit (Jackson
FIGURE 9: Different classes of cilia genes have distinct effects on Gli3 processing and
ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA), respecdegradation. (A–C, left panels) S12 cells transfected with the indicated siRNAs for a total of 72 h tively. IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cell cilia were
were treated with (+) or without (–) Hh for 16 h prior to lysis and Western blotting with antialso stained with 6–11B-1, but detected
Gli3N antibody 6F5 as described (Wen et al., 2010) to detect both full-length Gli3 (Gli3FL) and
with Cy3-anti-mouse (Jackson Immuno
the truncated Gli3 repressor (Gli3R). (D) S12, 3T3, IMCD3, and IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells – or + Hh
Research), and centrosomes were stained
were blotted as in (A–C). All blots shown are representative of at least three to five experiments.
with 1:3000 rabbit anti-γ-tubulin (AccuSpecs,
Molecular weight markers in kilodaltons are indicated on the right. Tubulin antibody 1A2 (Tub)
Westbury, NY) and Cy5-anti-rabbit (alserved as the loading control. mC21, mC21orf2; Dyn, Dync2h1. (A–D, right panels) Quantitation
though not shown in all figures). 3T3
of Gli3FL (left) and Gli3R (right graphs) from ≥3 blots were quantitated and normalized to the
GFP-SMO cells were methanol fixed
tubulin loading control and then to the NTC siRNA –Hh. The means and standard deviations
±16-h Hh treatment on gelatinized slides
(SDs) of ≥3 independent experiments for each siRNA are plotted with their values relative to
siNTC –Hh above each bar. Gray bars are –Hh; black bars are +Hh.
and stained with unpurified 5928B serum
(Wen et al., 2010) and Cy5-anti rabbit to
enhance the SMO signal. Endogenous Ssna1 and Nme7 were detransfected with 8× Gli-binding sites driving luciferase exprestected in methanol-fixed IMCD3 HTR6-GFP cells with rabbit antision; Frank-Kamenetsky et al., 2002), and SV40-luc cells
NME7 (H278; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) or rabbit
(C3H10T1/2 osteoblasts stably transfected with SV40 driving
anti-SSNA1 (11797–1-AP; Proteintech Group, Chicago, IL) and
luciferase; Evangelista et al., 2008) were maintained in highcostained with mouse anti-γ-tubulin GTU88 with or without anti–
glucose DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 10 mM HEPES,
acetylated tubulin 6–11B-1. Slides were coverslipped with ProLong
and 2 mM l-glutamine. IMCD3 cells stably expressing C-termiGold with DAPI (Invitrogen) and imaged by epifluorescence minally localization and affinity purification (LAP)-tagged (Torres
croscopy at room temperature with a 60× 1.42 NA oil objective
et al., 2009) human HTR6-GFP and mouse SSTR3-GFP were made
using a DeltaVision Core (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA) with
by stable transfection into an IMCD3 Flp-In cell line and mainan Olympus IX71 microscope, Photometrics CoolSnap HQ2 camtained in F-12/DMEM high-glucose 50:50 mix with 10% FBS,
era, and SoftWoRx (version 3.7.1) software. Images were processed
10 mM HEPES, 2 mM l-glutamine, and hygromycin B at
using Adobe Photoshop CS, adjusting gamma levels in one or
750 μg/ml. RPE1 cells stably expressing SSTR3-GFP or MCHR1more channels where necessary to optimize detection of cilia.
GFP were previously described (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2010).
Western blots using anti-Gli3 antibody 6F5 were performed after
GFP-SMO 3T3 cells were made by lentiviral infection of N-termisiRNA knockdown in 3T3 cells ±16-h Hh stimulation as reported
nally GFP-tagged human SMO and selection in puromycin at 1
previously (Wen et al., 2010).
μg/ml, followed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting sorting for
low expressers and screening single clones by microscopy for
GFP-tagging and immunofluorescence
Hh-dependent cilia translocation. 3T3 and S12 cells were never
Murine Ssna1 and Nme7 were PCR amplified using Deep Vent polyallowed to become >70% confluent to maintain proper ciliation
merase with CACC 5′ overhangs using the primer sets mSSNA1F,
and Hh signaling.
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mSSNA1R and mNME7F, mNME7R and the full-length cDNA templates NM_023464 and NM_138314, respectively (Supplemental
Table S1b). The PCR products were directionally cloned into the
pENTR/D-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) using a TOPO cloning kit (Invitrogen) and subcloned into vectors pGLAP3 and pGLAP5 for N-terminal LAP (GFP)-tagged and C-terminal LAP (GFP)-tagged constructs, respectively (Torres et al., 2009) by Gateway recombination
(Invitrogen). GFP-tagged constructs were stably transfected into
Flp-In™ 3T3 cells (Invitrogen) and selected with hygromycin B at
150 μg/ml (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). 3T3 cells expressing
GFP-tagged genes were fixed with paraformaldehyde followed by
methanol permeabilization and stained with mouse anti–acetylated
tubulin 6–11B-1 and rabbit anti–γ-tubulin followed by Cy5-antimouse and Cy3-anti-rabbit.

Imaging data analysis and quantitation
Approximately 200 cilia were counted for each siRNA. Percent total
Cilia was scored as the number of centrosomes with at least a ciliary
dot (the length of which was no longer than its width) distinct from
the centrosome, as well as longer cilia. A separate category of % cilia
≥1.5 μm was scored as the number of cells bearing a cilium ≥1.5 μm
in length, as these were clearly distinct from the ciliary dots. Gli3
transport was assessed as previously described (Wen et al., 2010),
and was scored as the percentage of ≥1.5 μm cilia with strong Gli3
signal at the cilia tip, thus transport defects are underestimated due
to the exclusion of nonciliated and ciliary-dot-only cells from analysis. Percent HTR6-GFP in IMCD3 cilia was scored as the percentage
of ≥1.5-μm-long cilia, the GFP signal of which was stronger than the
corresponding acetylated tubulin signal. Nuclei (DAPI staining) were
counted to verify even cell density and assess fixation quality.

SEM
After treatment with siRNAs as described earlier in text, IMCD3
HTR6-GFP cell samples were fixed in Karnovsky’s fixative (2% paraformaldehyde/2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate
buffer, pH 7.4) overnight and postfixed in 1% OsO4 for 1 h. The cells
were dehydrated through a graded series of EtOH and infiltrated
with hexamethyldisilazane. They were then air dried, mounted on
stubs, and sputter coated with 10 nm AuPd. The samples were
viewed at room temperature on an FEI Electron Optics (Eindhoven,
The Netherlands) XL30 environmental scanning electron microscope
at 15 kV acceleration voltage, 11 mm WD, spot size 4, and at 500×
to 4000× magnification. Images were analyzed using XL Analysis
(FEI) software.

Luciferase assays
Pooled siRNAs (12.5 μl of 1 μM; 100 nM final) or 12.5 μl of 500 nM
individual siRNAs (50 nM final) were mixed with 0.3 μl of DharmaFECT reagent #4 in a total volume of 25 μl with Opti-MEM (Life
Technologies) and added to 96-well plates after 30 min of incubation at room temperature. Reverse-transfection was performed by
adding 6000 S12 cells in 100 μl of medium to the siRNA mix for 64 h
followed by 24 h in 0.5% FBS medium ± Hh (200 ng/ml). Reversetransfection of SV40-luc cells was performed the same way but with
9000 cells/well due to slower growth rate. Luciferase assays were
done with a steadylite HTS (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) following
the manufacturer’s instructions and were measured with a TopCount
Luminometer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Cell viability
was measured under the same conditions as the S12 assay with
CellTiter-Glo (Promega, Madison, WI) following the manufacturer’s
instructions; similar results were obtained when cells were not serum-starved and grown to only ∼80% confluence.
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Real-Time quantitative PCR
Gene knockdown for TaqMan analysis was done in 24-well plates by
reverse-transfecting pooled siRNAs (100 nM final) or individual siRNAs (50 nM final) with 36,000 cells per well. After 64 h, cells were
serum-starved for 24 h in 0.5% FBS medium. Total RNA was extracted from siRNA-treated cells using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA). On-column genomic DNA digestion was performed
during the purification using RNAse-Free DNase Set (Qiagen), and
cDNA synthesis was done using the High Capacity Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) with the random hexamer primers
provided. Quantitative PCR reactions were performed by TaqMan
analysis in triplicate, using probes listed in Supplemental Table S1b
on an ABI PRISM 7500 Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems). The % mRNA remaining after knockdown was calculated according to the 2-Ct method normalized to Rpl19. Spearman’s rho R2
values were calculated for the plots of % mRNA remaining versus
the % Gli-luciferase remaining using the Trendline function in
Microsoft Excel.

Structural motif determination
Domain architecture and key structural motifs of the top candidate
hit proteins were detected by the SMART server (Letunic et al.,
2009), in concert with sensitive fold recognition algorithms
(Hildebrand et al., 2009).
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